We discuss the method of Φ-derivable approximations in gauge theories. There, two complications arise, namely the violation of Bose symmetry in correlation functions and the gauge dependence. For the latter we argue that the error introduced by the gauge dependent terms is controlled, therefore not invalidating the method.
Introduction
As it is known, calculations in terms of bare quantities usually fail to describe collective phenomena in high-energy plasmas. A reorganization of perturbation theory is typically called for. Among the different approaches proposed, variational methods based on the 2PI effective action 1 seem to be promising. They have been used to explore the long time behaviour of non-equilibrium phenomena in large N scalar theories 2 . In addition, they have provided quantitative predictions for thermodynamical quantities of the quark-gluon plasma 3, 4 which match the lattice results down to T ∼ 3T c . Let us recall briefly how these methods work and why they might be suited to the description of collective phenomena. They are based on the 2PI effective action Γ 2PI , defined as the Legendre transform of the generating functional of correlation functions with a bilocal current introduced. The generating functionals with currents J and K are given by
Hence, the 2PI effective action is defined as
The indices stand for all field attributes and sum/integration over repeated ones is understood. The quantities φ i = δW/δJ i and G jk = 2 δW/δK jk − δW/δJ j δW/δJ k are the mean field and the connected 2-point function.
The effective action Γ 2PI can be written as 
i.e. Φ is the set of closed skeleton diagrams with full propagators G (thick lines) and mean fields φ (lollipops δG φ ph ,G ph = 0.
As an example, if we had φ = 0 and we took into Φ only the "eight" diagram , the corresponding self-consistent equation for the physical 2-point function would be
The advantage of using the 2PI effective action is that it depends explicitely on the exact (dressed) 2-point function. Truncating Φ according to some ordering principle (coupling constant, 1/N ,...) defines as in (6) an approximate physical 2-point function, which is obtained self-consistently. Having both the mean field and 2-point function as dynamical variables allows, for instance, to study a system of unstable particles or a system with large fluctuations around the mean field (as is the case out of equilibrium). In addition, Φ-derivable approximations comply with global symmetries of the hamiltonian (in particular guaranteeing energy-momentum conservation) and are thermodynamically consistent. These reasons, and the fact that the method is systematically improvable, make Φ-derivable approximations a promising approach to study high-energy plasmas.
Nevertheless, there are still some complications in the method. The truncation of the exact functional Φ (i.e., with all the diagrams) introduces vertices with the wrong Bose symmetry and, in gauge theories, computed physical quantities might still depend on the gauge condition. These intricacies constitute the subject of my talk.
Violation of Bose symmetry in correlation functions
Imagine we were interested in obtaining a n-point correlation function (n > 2) as defined within a Φ-derivable approximation. In the case of the exact theory we could take Eq. (2) Consider for example the scalar λφ 4 theory in the symmetric phase. Following the procedure above one obtains for the 4-point function G (4,tr) the following equation
In the Φ-derivable approximation defined by truncating Φ at O(λ), Eq. (7) can be written diagrammatically as
Comparing with the exact Schwinger-Dyson equations of the 4-point function
we see that, at O(λ 2 ), the Bose symmetry of the 4-point function defined from Eq. (8) is violated, as only one of the three channels is present. In particular, this implies that at O(λ 2 ), the β-function in this approximation would be exactly 1/3 of the perturbative one. This shows that renormalization works quite differently in Φ-derivable approximations 5 . In general, Bose symmetry is guaranteed only up to the order of truncation. The fact that Bose symmetry is violated at higher order has two direct consequences: the renormalization procedure is not trivial (as in the example above), and in gauge theories, Ward identities are generally violated.
Gauge-fixing dependence
Let us focus now on gauge theories. Even though Ward identities are violated for the vertices at higher order than the truncation order, it might happen that quantities such as the pressure or entropy are gauge invariant. If that was not the case, we would find a dependence on the gauge condition. For that reason let us study the dependence of the 2PI-effective action and its truncations on the gauge condition.
Consider a pure gauge theory with gauge condition C[A] and parameter ξ. The action is given by the usual Yang-Mills part and the gauge-fixing part as
where A, c andc are the gauge and ghost fields respectively. Having introduced the auxiliary field B permits to write S GF as a complete BRST variation.
Hence, for a gauge condition given by Ψ we can write schematically (using the same symbols indistinctly for all fields)
To obtain the dependence of Γ 2PI on the gauge condition Ψ we analyze consistently the change of Γ 2PI , φ and G under the shift Ψ → Ψ + ∆Ψ. To achieve this, certain properties of the BRST symmetry are crucial. The details of this procedure are given elsewhere 6 . For small variations ∆Ψ the result is
where
We notice that the 2PI effective action is gauge fixing independent, and thus gauge invariant, at its stationary point. In a Φ-derivable approximation we are working with a truncated action Γ 
We notice that ∆Γ
, thus we conclude that Γ tr is gauge-fixing independent up to the truncation order. Moreover, at the physical quantities defined from Γ tr , the complete 2PI-effective action Γ is gaugefixing independent up to twice the truncation order since ∆Γ ∼ O([Γ rest ] 2 ). The gauge dependent terms are therefore high order effects controlled by the approximation.
Still, one could take a completely different gauge condition, say increase ξ by a large amount, so that the gauge dependent terms become important. However, this should not be done as Φ-derivable approximations restrict implicitly the choices of gauges available. The point is that the choice of gauge must not upset the ordering principle that was used in the approximation (in our case Γ tr ≫ Γ rest ). This fact is familiar from perturbation theory. There, the ordering principle is g ≪ 1. Consider the covariant gauge given by
The longitudinal part of the propagator is then proportional to ξ. Hence, a diagram with I internal lines, L loops and V (3, 4) vertices has a part proportional to (gξ) 2L−2 ξ V3/2 . Taking |ξ| > 1/g would upset the ordering of the diagrams thus ruining perturbation theory. In Φ-derivable approximations the explicit dependence of G with respect to ξ is in principle hard to compute, so the same analysis cannot be performed. However, if we want the approximation to be close to the original path integral, ξ may not be taken far from ξ ∼ 1, as this would invalidate 6 the use of the bare coupling constant g for the ordering Γ tr ≫ Γ rest . We conclude that the error introduced by gauge dependent terms in Φ-derivable approximations is controlled. Improving the approximation would reduce the gauge dependence. Whether this error is smaller than the one introduced by the approximation itself is not known. An explicit Φ-derivable approximation in gauge theories should be carried out. We are confident that the method should be applicable to gauge theories.
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